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WEIGHTED PROJECTIVE LINES AND RIEMANN SURFACES
HELMUT LENZING
Abstract. For the base field of complex numbers we discuss the relationship between
categories of coherent sheaves on compact Riemann surfaces and categories of coherent
sheaves on weighted smooth projective curves. This is done by bringing back to life an
old theorem of Bundgaard-Nielsen-Fox proving Fenchel’s conjecture for fuchsian groups.
1. Introduction
Throughout we work over the base field C of complex numbers, though quite a number
of results hold in larger generality. The central theme of this paper is weighted smooth
projective curves (in particular weighted projective lines) and their relationship to com-
pact Riemann surfaces, expressed by the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Bundgaard-Nielsen, Fox). With the exception of the weighted projective lines
P1〈p, q〉 with p 6= q, there exists for each weighted smooth projective curve X a compact
Riemann surface M and a finite subgroup G of its automorphism group Aut(M) such
that the category cohX of coherent sheaves on X is equivalent to the category cohGM of
G-equivariant coherent sheaves on M , that is, to the skew group category (cohM)[G].
Within the community of representation theory of finite dimensional algebras this re-
lationship has been touched on in only isolated instances [16, Example 5.8], [19], [9], [8].
In this community the above general result is therefore largely unknown, though in other
branches of mathematics the statement, expressed in a different language, is well known
as Fenchel’s conjecture or Fox’s theorem stating that each fuchsian group (in Nielsen’s
terminology F -group) has a torsionfree normal subgroup of finite index. The proof of
the conjecture started 1948 by a paper of Nielsen [30], continued 1951 with a paper by
Bundgaard and Nielsen [6] with the final touch due to R. H. Fox [15] one year later. Notice
here the corrections by Chau [7]. This happened at a time when the concepts referred to
in the above theorem did hardly exist. Nowadays, Fox’s theorem is further known to be a
special case of Selberg’s lemma, stating that in characteristic zero each finitely generated
matrix group has a torsionfree normal subgroup of finite index [3].
Weighted projective curves, and weighted projective lines in particular, appear in many
different incarnations making them the meeting point of a remarkable variety of different
theories:
• Smooth projective curves (compact Riemann surfaces), equipped with a weight
function,
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• Compact holomorphic one-dimensional orbifolds [36], [34],
• Deligne-Mumford curves (stacks) [4], [1],
• Hereditary noetherian categories with Serre duality [22], [32], [25],
• Fuchsian groups and related (spherical, parabolic resp. hyperbolic) tessellations [37],
[27],
• Smooth projective curves (or Riemann surfaces) with a parabolic structure [35],
[23], [11].
Weighted projective lines in particular, are related by tilting theory to the representation
theory of finite dimensional algebras [16], [33]. The above theorem extends this rela-
tionship to compact Riemann surfaces. General references to the topics treated in this
article are [18] and [12]. Concerning weighted projective curves we refer to [16] and [32].
Concerning discrete groups we refer to [27] and [37].
2. The category of coherent sheaves
As mentioned in the introduction, weighted Riemann surfaces (or weighted smooth
projective curves) appear in many different contexts and incarnations (function theory,
algebraic geometry, orbifolds, stacks, quotients of tessellations, etc.). The bridge between
the various contexts is formed by their categories of coherent sheaves. We therefore discuss
below how to express major properties and invariants of weighted Riemann surfaces (or
weighted smooth projective curves) in terms of their categories of coherent sheaves.
To begin with, it is classical that there is a bijection between (isomorphism classes of)
compact Riemann surfaces M and smooth projective curves X such that the category
cohM of holomorphic coherent sheaves on M is equivalent to the category cohX of
algebraic coherent sheaves on X . The most important invariant of M (or X) is the
function field K = C(M) (resp. K = C(X)), which may be defined by the equivalence of
quotient (resp. module) categories
(2.1)
cohM
coh0M
∼= mod(K), respectively cohX
coh0X
∼= mod(K).
Here, coh0 refers to the Serre subcategory of coherent sheaves of finite length, and mod(K)
denotes the category of finite dimensional K-vector spaces. It is again classical [10] that
M (or X) is determined up to isomorphism by the function field K, which is an algebraic
function field in one variable over C, that is, a finite algebraic extension of the rational
function field C(x) in one variable. Moreover, each algebraic function field of one variable
over C has the form C(M) (equivalently C(X)). We further note [10] that in the situation
of (2.1) each isomorphism from C(M) to C(X) induces a bijection between the point sets
underlying M and X which may be used to identify these sets.
Next we turn to the weighted setting. A weighted compact Riemann surface M (or
weighted smooth projective curve X) is a pair (M,w), or (X,w), where w is a weight
function on M (resp. X). This is an integral valued function taking only values w(x) ≥ 1
and such that w(x) > 1 holds for only finitely many points x1, x2, . . . , xt, called the
weighted or exceptional points. The remaining points of M or X are called ordinary.
Two weighted Riemann surfaces (resp. weighted curves) (M1, w1) and (M2, w2) are called
isomorphic if there exists an isomorphism from M1 to M2, commuting with the respective
weight functions. Similarly, the automorphism group Aut(M) of a weighted Riemann
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surfaceM = (M,w) or its corresponding weighted smooth projective curve (X,w), consists
of all (holomorphic) automorphisms of M , respectively all (algebraic) automorphisms of
X that are commuting with the weight function w. Also the automorphism group of
M can be expressed in terms of the category cohM as the subgroup of Aut(cohM), the
group of isomorphism classes of self-equivalences of cohM, fixing the structure sheaf O,
compare [24].
Another way to think of a weighted Riemann surface (M,w) is to view it as a holomor-
phic orbifold, compare [36], [34]. For this, one chooses for each weighted point of M , say
of weight a, a small open neighborhood U , that is isomorphic to the open unit disk D,
and replaces U by the cone D/µa, where the group µa of ath roots of unity acts on D by
multiplication. Clearly, we can switch back and forth between the two concepts without
information loss. To a weighted Riemann surface (M,w), resp. a weighted smooth pro-
jective curve (X,w), is associated a category of coherent sheaves, that can be described
in different ways. The fastest access to these categories is provided by applying for each
weighted point the p-cycle construction from [23] to the category cohM of holomorphic
coherent sheaves on M , respectively to the category cohX of algebraic coherent sheaves
on X . We obtain this way equivalent abelian hereditary noetherian categories cohM and
cohX which have Serre duality and inherit the function field from M (or X), extending
the validity of formula (2.1) to the weighted setting. Having Serre duality means, that
there is a self-equivalence τ of cohM (or cohX) such that D(Ext1(E, F )) = Hom(F, τE)
holds bifunctorially for all coherent sheaves E and F , where D stands for the usual vector
space duality. It follows that cohM, or cohX, has almost-split sequences with τ serving
as the Auslander-Reiten translation. Keeping track of the function field and analyzing
the resulting tube structure for of coherent sheaves of finite length it is easy to see that
(M,w), or (X,w), can be recovered from the respective category of coherent sheaves,
compare [17].
All the foregoing also holds if we take another option for constructing cohM (or cohX)
by expressing the weighted structure by means of a sheaf of hereditary orders, following
Reiten and Van den Bergh [32]. Again, we can switch back and forth between weighted
compact Riemann surfaces, weighted smooth projectives curves, and hereditary noether-
ian categories with Serre duality (with an infinite dimensional function field). Note that,
also in the weighted case, the function field always determines the underlying Riemann
surface or smooth projective curve but not position and weights of the weighted points.
These, however, are determined by the category cohM (or cohX). From now on we only
speak of weighted compact Riemann surfaces, leaving it to the reader to formulate the
corresponding statements for weighted smooth projective curves.
Let M = (M,w) be a weighted compact Riemann surface and cohM its category of
coherent sheaves. The most important invariant ofM, or cohM, next to the function field
C(M), is the orbifold Euler characteristic, or just Euler characteristic χM of M. More
specifically let M = M〈a1, a2, . . . , at〉, where the weight sequence a1, a2, . . . , at lists the
weights w(xi) of the weighted points. (Notice that the above notation does not specify the
actual position of the weighted points which hence should be obtained from the context.)
The Euler form is the bilinear form on the Grothendieck group K0(M) of the category
cohM of coherent sheaves on M which is given on (classes of) coherent sheaves by the
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expression 〈X, Y 〉 = dimHom(X, Y )− dimExt1(X, Y ). Let a¯ = lcm(a1, a2, . . . , at). Then
the averaged Euler form is defined as
〈〈X, Y 〉〉 = 1
a¯
·
a¯−1∑
i=0
〈τ iX, Y 〉,
where τ is the Auslander-Reiten translation of cohM. We have two linear forms rank rk
and degree dg on K0(M) which are uniquely determined by the following properties:
(1) For X in cohM we always have rkX ≥ 0, and the structure sheaf O has rank
one. Moreover, rkX = 0 holds exactly if X has finite length. Also rk is preserved
under automorphisms of cohM.
(2) A non-zero sheaf X of finite length has degree > 0, and the structure sheaf has
degree zero. Further each simple sheaf Sx, concentrated in a point x of M, has
degree a¯
w(x)
.
By means of the averaged Euler form we obtain the following weighted form of a
Riemann-Roch theorem.
(2.2) 〈〈X, Y 〉〉 = 〈〈O,O〉〉 · rkXrkY + 1
a¯
∣∣∣∣ rkX rkYdgX dg Y
∣∣∣∣
The expression 2〈〈O,O〉〉 is called the orbifold Euler characteristic χM, or just the Euler
characteristic of M. It is an important homological invariant of M and has the accessible
combinatorial description
(2.3) χX = 2 · 〈O,O〉 −
t∑
i=1
(
1− 1
ai
)
,
where χM = 2 · 〈O,O〉 = 2(1− gM) is the Euler characteristic of the underlying Riemann
surface M and where gM = dimExt
1(O,O) is the genus of M .
If G is a finite group of automorphisms of M = (M,w), then there are only finitely
many orbits Gx in M/G having a non-trivial stabilizer Gx (which is necessarily cyclic).
Putting w¯(Gx) = w(x) · |Gx| defines M/G = (M/G, w¯) as a weighted Riemann surface,
called the orbifold quotient, or just quotient, of M by G. A classical theorem of Riemann
and Hurwitz asserts:
Theorem 2 (Riemann-Hurwitz). Let M be a weighted compact Riemann surface and G a
finite subgroup of the automorphism group Aut(M) of M. Then M/G is again a weighted
compact Riemann surface having Euler characteristic
χM/G =
χM
|G| .

In the above setting, the action of G on M induces an action of G on cohX, allowing
to form the skew group category (cohM)[G], compare [31], also known as the category
cohGM of G-equivariant coherent sheaves on M.
Proposition 3. If G is a finite group of automorphisms of M then cohM/G = cohGM.

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We illustrate the concepts by examples. Here, and in the sequel, the symbols Cn, Dn,
An and Sn refer, respectively, to the cyclic group of order n, the dihedral group of order
2n, the alternating group of degree n, and the symmetric group of degree n.
Example 4. By definition a polyhedral group G is a finite subgroup of Aut(P1) =
PSL2(C). A polyhedral group is either a cyclic group Cn of order n, a dihedral group Dn
of order 2n, a tetrahedral group A4 of order 12, an octahedral group S4 of order 24 or
the icosahedral group A5 of order 60. The corresponding quotient P
1/G is respectively
the weighted projective line P1〈n, n〉, P1〈2, 2, n〉, P1〈2, 3, 3〉, P1〈2, 3, 4〉 and P1〈2, 3, 5〉. In
accordance with the Riemann-Hurwitz rule the corresponding Euler characteristics are
respectively 2/n, 1/n, 1/6, 1/12 and 1/30, respectively. For the above examples, where
P1〈a, b, c〉 = P1/G we therefore note the relationship
(2.4) |G| = 2
1/a+ 1/b+ 1/c− 1 .
Another useful tool is the dominance graph which is a directed graph whose vertices
are (isomorphism classes of) weighted Riemann surfaces and where we draw an arrow
M1 G
// M2 if there exists a finite subgroup G of Aut(M1) with M2 ∼= M1/G, where
the label of the arrow should be interpreted as the isomorphism type of G. Figure 1
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Figure 1. Dominance graph for positive Euler characteristic
shows the dominance graph (arrows top–down) for positive Euler characteristic, where a
weight symbol 〈a, b, c〉 stands for the (isomorphism class of the) weighted projective line
P1〈a, b, c〉. We have not included the weights 〈p, q〉 with p 6= q. Notice that we have
added two scales for the Euler characteristic for members from the left part, where we
assume n ≥ 3, (resp. from the right) part of the figure. We further note that P1〈2, 3, 4〉
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and P1〈2, 3, 5〉 have trivial automorphism group, yielding terminal members 〈2, 3, 4〉 and
〈2, 3, 5〉 of the dominance graph. Also, it is immediate from the Riemann-Hurwitz theorem
that for non-zero Euler characteristic there are no loops in the dominance graph. For Euler
characteristic zero there are.
For negative Euler characteristic only few compact Riemann surfaces have a nontrivial
automorphism group. Moreover the automorphism group is always finite:
Proposition 5 (Hurwitz). Let M be a compact Riemann surface of negative Euler char-
acteristic. Then the automorphism group Aut(M) is finite, and its order is bounded by
42 · |χM |. 
Usually, the Hurwitz bound 84(g−1) is expressed in terms of the genus gM ofM , where
gM is related to the Euler characteristic for the identity χM = 2(1−gM). By definition, the
Hurwitz bound is attained by the socalled Hurwitz surfaces (or Hurwitz curves as they
are called in the context of smooth projective curves). The Hurwitz curve of smallest
genus (g = 3, χ = −4) is Felix Klein’s quartic K4 defined by the homogeneous polynomial
x3y+y3z+z3x. Its automorphism group is the simple group G168 = PSL2(7) of order 168,
[26]. Moreover, the quotient K4/G168 is the weighted projective line X = P1〈2, 3, 7〉 [2]
whose minimal value for the hyperbolic area |χX| = 142 is responsible for the Hurwitz
bound. For further information on Hurwitz curves or surfaces see [20].
3. Orbifold fundamental group and proof of Theorem 1
To define the fundamental group of a weighted compact Riemann surface M = (M,w)
with weighted points x1, x2, . . . , xt of weight a1, a2, . . . , at, we need a modified version of
homotopy for paths and loops which takes care of the weight function. For this we allow,
relative to a fixed ordinary base point, only paths possibly ending in a weighted point but
not passing through any weighted point. We further select for each weighted point xi a
loop σi having winding index 1 with respect to xi and winding index 0 with respect to
each other weighted point. Let H be the monoid of homotopy classes of such paths. We
next enlarge the homotopy relation to the smallest congruence relation on H including
the relations σa11 = σ
a2
2 = · · · = σatt = 1. Restricting to the homotopy classes of loops, we
obtain the orbifold fundamental group πorb1 (M) of the weighted Riemann surface M.
Proposition 6. LetM =M〈a1, a2, . . . , at〉 be a weighted Riemann surface and g the genus
of the underlying Riemann surface. Then the orbifold fundamental group is the group on
generators
α1, α2, . . . , αg, β1, β2, . . . , βg, σ1, σ2, . . . , σt
subject to the relations
σa11 = σ
a2
2 = · · · = σatt = 1 = σ1σ2 · · ·σt [α1, β1][α2, β2] · · · [αg, βg],
where [a, b] denotes the commutator aba−1b−1 of a and b.
Proof. It is classical that the fundamental group of a compact Riemann surface of genus
g is the group on generators α1, α2, . . . , αg, β1, β2, . . . , βg subject to the relations
[α1, β1][α2, β2] · · · [αg, βg] = 1.
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By definition of orbifold homotopy, the t weighted points with weights a1, a2, . . . , at then
yield the relations from the proposition. 
In the usual fashion, the space of all orbifold homotopy classes of paths in M (starting
at the base point and allowing weighted points only as end points), leads to the covering
space M˜, equipped with a natural topology and a projection map π : M˜ → M defining
M˜ as a branched cover of M (with ramification over the weighted points). As usual M˜
is simply connected and inherits from M via π : M˜ → M a holomorphic structure. By
construction, M˜ is thus an ordinary (not necessarily compact) Riemann surface, and hence
by the general Riemann mapping theorem, that is, the uniformization theorem of Poincare´
and Koebe [13], holomorphically isomorphic to either P1, C or H, where H denotes the
open upper complex half-plane.
Theorem 7. Let M be a weighted Riemann surface. Then the fundamental group πorb1 (M)
acts on the universal orbifold cover M˜ as group of deck transformations (the members of
Aut(M) commuting with π : M˜→M). This actions represents M as orbifold quotient
M = M˜/πorb1 (M).
Assuming, moreover, that M is not isomorphic to any P1〈a1, a2〉 with a1 6= a2, we have
the following trisection:
(1) spherical: If χM > 0 then M˜ = P
1, and πorb1 (M) is a finite polyhedral group and M
is one of P1〈n, n〉, P1〈2, 2, n〉, or P1〈2, 3, a〉 with a = 2, 3, 5.
(2) parabolic: If χM = 0 then M˜ = C, and M is either a smooth elliptic curve or a
weighted projective line of tubular type 〈2, 3, 6〉, 〈2, 4, 4〉, 〈3, 3, 3〉 or 〈2, 2, 2, 2, 2〉.
(3) hyperbolic: If χM < 0 then M˜ = H, and M has hyperbolic type.
For the spherical (parabolic resp. hyperbolic) case the category cohM has tame domes-
tic (tame tubular, resp. wild) representation type;
Proof. The Riemann surfaces P1, C and H admit Ka¨hler metrics of constant curvature
+1, 0 and −1, respectively. This feature is inherited by the orbifold quotients M, see
[12]. In view of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, the curvature of M is directly related to the
orbifold Euler characteristic of M, yielding the trisection of the theorem. 
Assuming the above exclusion of certain weighted projective lines, Theorem 7 implies
that the groups appearing in Proposition 6 are just the (cocompact) fuchsian groups,
that is the finitely generated subgroups G of the automorphism groups Aut(X), for X ∈
{P1,C,H} with compact quotient X/G.
The following facts are well-known concerning fuchsian groups G (or F -groups as they
are often called):
(1) Finitely generated subgroups of fuchsian groups are again fuchsian.
(2) With the notation from Proposition 6 each torsion element of G is conjugate to a
power of some σi, i = 1, . . . , t.
The statement of the next proposition is also known as Fenchel’s conjecture.
Proposition 8 (Bundgaard-Nielsen, Fox). Each fuchsian group has a torsionfree normal
subgroup of finite index.
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Proof. We sketch the proof. Using the notation of Proposition 6 let G be a fuchsian
group. An elementary induction argument shows, see Mennicke’s elegant paper [28, 29],
that it suffices to prove the claim for the factor group of G modulo the normal subgroup
generated by α1, . . . , αg and β1, . . . , βg. The assertion thus reduces to deal with the
orbifold fundamental group G of a weighted projective line P1〈a1, a2, . . . , at〉. Passing
further to the factor group of G by the normal subgroup generated by σ4, . . . , σt, the
claim reduces to the case of a triangle group T(a1, a2, a3) = 〈σ1, σ2, σ3 | σa11 = σa22 =
σa33 = σ1σ2σ3 = 1〉, that is, the orbifold fundamental group of P1〈a1, a2, a3〉. In [15], Fox
constructs two finite permutations c1 of order a1 and c2 of order a2 such that c1c2 has
order a3. Putting c3 = (c1c2)
−1 yields an obvious homomorphism h : T(a1, a2, a3) → G,
sending σi to ci, (i = 1, 2, 3), where G is the group generated by c1 and c2. Hence the
kernel N of h has finite index in T(a1, a2, a3). Since σ1, σ2, σ3 keep their orders under h,
and since each torsion element from T(a1, a2, a3) is conjugate to some power of σ1, σ2 or
σ3, the kernel of h contains no nontrivial torsion. 
Corollary 9. Each weighted compact Riemann surface M as in Theorem 7 is isomorphic
to the orbifold quotient M/G for a compact Riemann surface M and a finite subgroup G
of Aut(M).
Proof. Let G = πorb1 M. By Theorem 7, M is isomorphic to the orbifold quotient M˜/G.
Let N be a normal subgroup of finite index having no torsion elements, then N acts
on M˜ without fixed point, yielding therefore a quotient M = M˜/N that is an ordinary
Riemann surface. Putting H = G/N , the finite group H acts onM with quotientM/H =
(M˜/N)/(G/N) = M˜/G = M. Since M is compact and H is finite, also the Riemann
surface M is compact. 
In view of Proposition 3, Corollary 9 finishes the proof of Theorem 1.
Example 10. By means of a current computer algebra system it is easy to determine
finite permutation groups satisfying the relations of a given triangle group T(a1, a2, a3).
Here are a few examples:
• The permutations (1, 2)(3, 6) and (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) of order 2 and 7 have a product
(1, 3, 7)(4, 5, 6) of order 3. The generated permutation group G is the unique
simple group G168 = PSL2(7) of order 168. By Corollary 9 there hence exists a
compact Riemann surfaceM establishing P1〈2, 3, 7〉 as the orbifold quotientM/G.
Invoking the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, we deduce thatM has Euler characteristic
− 1
42
· 168 = −4 (and genus 3). And indeed, Klein’s quartic xy3 + yz3 + zx3 has
Euler characteristic −3 and automorphism group G168 and leads to the quotient
P1〈2, 3, 7〉, see [2].
• The permutations (3, 4)(5, 7) and (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) of order 2 and 7 have a product
(1, 2, 3, 5)(6, 7) of order 4; they generate a group, that is again the simple group
G168. By Corollary 9 this realizes P
1〈2, 4, 7〉 as the orbifold quotientM/G168, where
M is a compact Riemann surface of Euler characteristic −18 (or genus 10) that
can be identified as the Hessian determinant curve associated to Klein’s quadric,
see [2].
• The permutations (1, 4)(2, 6)(3, 7)(5, 8) and (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) have order 2 and
9 with a product (1, 5, 9)(2, 7, 4)(3, 8, 6) of order 3. These permutations generate
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a simple group G of order 504 and thus yield a realization M/G of P1〈2, 3, 9〉 as
the orbifold quotient of a compact Riemann surface M of Euler characteristic −28
(or genus 15).
Nowadays there exist several alternatives to Fox’s proof of Fenchel’s conjecture. While
Fox’s proof is based on finite permutation groups, there is a proof due to Mennicke [28, 29]
using 3 × 3-matrices with entries in an algebraic number field determined by the three
weights 〈a, b, c〉. Another proof, attributed to Macbeath, using 2× 2-matrices over finite
fields, appears in the book of Zieschang, Vogt and Coldewey [37], compare also the article
of Feuer [14]. Finally, in view of Theorem 7, Proposition 8 turns out to be a special
case of Selberg’s lemma [3], stating that in characteristic zero finitely generated matrix
groups have normal torsionfree subgroups of finite index. We also mention that there is
a vast literature about representing weighted Riemann surfaces, in particular weighted
projective lines, as orbifold quotient of compact Riemann surfaces of (preferably small)
genus. For further information on this topic we refer to [5] and the literature quoted there.
4. Realization techniques
In this section we collect a number of general results, originating in the theory of
weighted projective lines, supporting to identify a given weighted projective line as an
orbifold quotient of a weighted projective curve, given by explicit homogeneous equations.
Let X = P1〈a1, a2, . . . , at〉 be a weighted projective line. We recall [16] that the pro-
jective coordinate algebra S of X is the quotient of the polynomial algebra k[x1, . . . , at]
by the ideal generated by the canonical equations xaii = x
a2
2 − λixa11 , i = 3, . . . , t. Here,
the λi are supposed to be non-zero and pairwise distinct. The algebra S is graded by
the rank-one abelian group L = L(a1, . . . , at) on generators ~x1, ~x2, . . . , ~xt subject to the
relations a1~x1 = a2~x2 = · · · = at~xt. This L-graded algebra S yields by Serre construction
the category of coherent sheaves on X, see [16].
By means of the degree homomorphism δ : L(a1, a2, . . . , at)→ Z, ~xi 7→ lcm(a1, . . . , at)/ai,
the algebra S can alternatively be viewed to be Z-graded. By Z-graded Serre construction
we then obtain a weighted projective curve Y = Y[a1, a2, . . . , at] such that
cohY =
modZ(S)
modZ0 (S)
.
We call Y the twisted companion of X.
Proposition 11 ([21]). In characteristic zero, the twisted companion Y = Y[a1, a2, . . . , at]
of the weighted projective line X = P1〈a1, a2, . . . , at〉 is a weighted smooth projective curve
with the following properties where a¯ = lcm(a1, a2, . . . , at).
(1) X is isomorphic to the orbifold quotient Y/G, where G =
µa1×µa2×···×µat
µa¯
.
(2) If the degrees |xi| = δ(~xi), i = 1, . . . , t, are pairwise coprime, then Y is a (non-
weighted) smooth projective curve. 
Example 12. (1) Prime examples for nonweighted twisted companion curves are the
smooth elliptic curves Y[2, 3, 6], Y[2, 4, 4], Y[3, 3, 3] and Y[2, 2, 2, 2;λ] correspond-
ing to the four tubular weight types.
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(2) A hyperbolic example is given by the smooth projective companion curve Y[2, 6, 6]
of Euler characteristic −2 (genus 2), where the defining polynomial x21 + x62 + x63
is graded by giving (x1, x2, x3) degrees (3, 1, 1).
(3) Also important, and classical, are the Fermat curves Fa = Y[a, a, a], where the
variables of the defining polynomial xa1 + x
a
2 + x
a
3 all get degree one. Fa has Euler
characteristic −a(a− 3).
(4) Slightly more general, the companion curves Y[a, a, . . . , a], for t ≥ 2 identical
weights concentrated in t pairwise distinct points of P1, yield smooth projective
curves of Euler characteristic −at−2((t− 2)a− t).
For t identical weights we abbreviate P1〈a, a, . . . , a〉 and Y[a, a, . . . , a] by P1〈a[t]〉 and
Y[a[t]], respectively. Similarly, for a finite subset A of P1 where each member of A obtains
weight a, we write P1〈a[A]〉 for the corresponding weighted projective line and Y[a[A]] for
its twisted companion curve.
Let P be a polyhedral group. Then P is either the cyclic group Cn of order n ≥ 1, or
the dihedral group of order 2n, n ≥ 2 or else the tetrahedral group A3 of order 12, the
octahedral group A4 of order 24 or the icosahedral group A5 of order 60. The last three
cases we call platonic and let P3, P4 and P5 be, respectively, the tetrahedral, octahedral
and icosahedral group. We note that Pn has order
12n
6−n
.
Our next result produces quite a number of weighted projective lines, represented as
an orbifold quotients M/G, where M is a smooth projective curve given by an explicit
system of canonical equations. We say that the resulting weighted projective lines and
their weight types have polyhedral type.
Theorem 13 (Polyhedral Symmetries). Let ε1, ε2, ε3 ∈ {0, 1}, a an integer ≥ 1 and r an
integer ≥ 0. Let P be a finite subgroup of Aut(P1). We distinguish the following cases:
(1) The cyclic case P = Cn: There exists a P -stable subset A of P
1 of cardinality
|A| = ε1 + ε2 + r such that P1〈a[A]〉/P = P1〈aε1n, aε2n, a[r]〉.
(2) The dihedral case P = Dn: There exists a P -stable subset A of P
1 of cardinality
|A| = 2ε1 + n(ε2 + ε3) + 2nr such that P1〈a[A]〉/P = P1〈2 · aε1, 2 · aε2, n · aε3 , a[r]〉.
(3) The platonic case P = Pn: For each n ∈ {3, 4, 5} there exists a P -stable subset
A = An of cardinality |A| = 12n6−n ·
(
ε1
2
+ ε2
3
+ ε3
n
+ r
)
with quotient P1〈a[A]〉/P =
P1〈2aε1, 3aε2, naε3, a[r]〉.
Moreover, in each of the above cases the following holds:
The twisted companion Y = Y[a[A]] of P1〈a[A]〉 is a smooth projective curve. The P -
action on P1〈a[A]〉 lifts to a P -action on Y, inducing on Y an action of G = µba
µa
⋊ P with
quotient Y/G = P1〈a[A]〉/P .
Proof. We only deal with the platonic case, where P = Pn with n ∈ {3, 4, 5}. Then
P1/Pn has three orbits Pz1, Pz2 and Pz3 with stabilizer groups Pz1 = C2, Pz2 = C3 and
Pz3 = Cn. All other points y ∈ P1 \ (Pz1 ⊔ Pz2 ⊔ Pz3) have trivial stabilizer group. A
finite P -stable subset A of P1 hence has the form
(4.1) A = ε1(P.z1) ⊔ ε2(P.z2) ⊔ ε3(P.z3) ⊔ (P.y1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ P.yr)
for ε1, ε2, ε3 ∈ {0, 1}, r ≥ 0 and distinct points y1, y, . . . , yr from the complement of
Pz1 ⊔ Pz2 ⊔ Pz3. If each point of A is given weight a (a ≥ 1), then the orbifold quotient
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of P1〈a[A]〉 is the weighted projective line P1〈2aε1, 3aε2, naε3, a[r]〉. Observing that P1〈a[A]〉
is the quotient of Y[a[A]] by the group µ
|A|
a
µa
then proves the claim. 
Corollary 14. For integers n ≥ 2, a ≥ 1 we have the following realizations of weighted
projective lines as quotients of smooth projective curves:
P
1〈n, n, a〉 = Y[a[n]]/µ
[n]
a
µa
⋊ Cn,
P
1〈2, 2a, n〉 = Y[a[n]]/µ
n
a
µa
⋊Dn,
P
1〈3, 3, 2a〉 = Y[a[6]]/µ
6
a
µa
⋊ A4,
P
1〈n, a, an〉 = Y[a[n], a]/µ
n+1
a
µa
⋊ Cn,
P
1〈3, 4, 2a〉 = Y[a[12]]/µ
12
a
µa
⋊ S4,
P
1〈3, 5, 2a〉 = Y[a[30]]/µ
30
a
µa
⋊A5. 
We illustrate Theorem 13 and Corollary 14 by Table 1 discussing the realizability of
the entries from Arnold’s strange duality list, consisting of the 14 weight triples (socalled
Dolgachev numbers) yielding a fuchsian singularity that is a hypersurface. Whenever
possible, we have included a realization of polyhedral type. The table lists for each of the
14 weight types 〈a, b, c〉 a realization of X = P1〈a, b, c〉 as a quotient M/G for a compact
Riemann surface (smooth projective curve) M , and a realization of M by equations.
By Fn we denote the Fermat curve xn+ yn+ zn, where x, y, z get degree one. Further,
K4 denotes Felix Klein’s quartic curve, and correspondingly G168 = PSL2(7) denotes the
(unique) simple group of order 168. That G168 acts on K4 with quotient P1〈2, 3, 7〉 was
proved by Klein in 1879, see the book [26] which is devoted entirely to the various aspects
of Klein’s curve. In particular, we refer to [2, Prop. 12.1 and 12.2] showing the realization
of 〈2, 4, 7〉 through the Hessian determinant 5x2y2z2−(xy5+yz5+zx5) of K4. We note that
with the exception of 〈2, 3, 7〉 all weight types from the list have a polyhedral realization.
Note in this context that polyhedral realizations tend to have a high genus!
Remark 15. We may merge Theorem 13 with Proposition 11 to achieve a generalization
of Theorem 13. With the notations of the theorem we may endow each point xi of the
finite P -stable subset A of P1 by an individual weight ai such that the ai are pairwise
coprime, instead giving all xi the same weight a. This leads to the concept of generalized
polyhedral type. An example is the first realization for weight type 〈2, 4, 6〉 from Table 1.
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